The computation of Vietoris-Rips persistence barcodes is both execution-intensive and memoryintensive. In this paper, we study the computational structure of Vietoris-Rips persistence barcodes, and identify several unique mathematical properties and algorithmic opportunities with connections to the GPU. Mathematically and empirically, we look into the properties of apparent pairs, which are independently identifiable persistence pairs comprising up to 99% of persistence pairs. We give theoretical upper and lower bounds of the apparent pair rate and model the average case. We also design massively parallel algorithms to take advantage of the very large number of simplices that can be processed independently of each other. Having identified these opportunities, we develop a GPU-accelerated software for computing Vietoris-Rips persistence barcodes, called Ripser++. The software achieves up to 30x speedup over the total execution time of the original Ripser and also reduces CPU-memory usage by up to 2.0x. We believe our GPU-acceleration based efforts open a new chapter for the advancement of topological data analysis in the post-Moore's Law era.
Introduction
Topological data analysis (TDA) [15] is an emerging field in the era of big data, which has a strong mathematical foundation. As one of the core tools of TDA, persistent homology seeks to find topological or qualitative features of data (usually represented by a finite metric arXiv:2003.07989v2 [cs.CG] 24 Mar 2020 some real-valued time parameter. We call the pairs of birth and death times with respect to the combinatorial objects "persistence barcodes." Persistence barcodes give a topological signature of the original data and have many further applications with statistical meaning in TDA [1, 14, 30, 46 ].
Vietoris-Rips Filtrations
When computing persistent homology, data is usually represented by a finite metric space X, a finite set of points with real-valued distances determined by an underlying metric d between each pair of points. X is defined by its distance matrix D, which is defined as
Define an (abstract) simplicial complex K as a collection of simplices closed under the subset relation, where a simplex s is defined as a subset of X. We call a "filtration" as a totally ordered sequence of growing simplicial complexes. A particularly popular and useful [3] filtration is a Vietoris-Rips filtration. See Figure 1 for an illustration. Let
where t ∈ R and diam(s) is the maximum distance between pairs of points in s as determined by D. The Vietoris-Rips filtration is defined as the sequence: (Rips t (X)) t , indexed by growing t ∈ R where Rips t (X) strictly increases in cardinality for growing t. 2=diam.
An Increasing Sequence of 1-Skeletons of a Vietoris-Rips Filtration.
Figure 1
A filtration on an example finite metric space of four points of a square in the plane. The 1-skeleton at each diameter value where "birth" or "death" occurs is shown. The 1 dimensional Vietoris-Rips barcode is below it: a 1-cycle is "born" at diameter 1 and "dies" at diameter √ 2.
The Simplex-wise Refinement of the Vietoris-Rips Filtration
For computation (see Section 2.4) of Vietoris-Rips persistence barcodes, it is necessary to construct a simplex-wise refinement S of a given filtration F . F is equivalent to a partial order on the simplices of K, where K is the largest simplicial complex of F . To construct S, we assign a total order on the simplices {s i } i=1..|K| of K, extending the partial order induced by F so that the increasing sequence of subcomplexes S = ( i≤j {s i }) j=1..|K| ordered by inclusion grows subcomplexes by one simplex at a time. There are many ways to order a simplex-wise refinement S of F [39] ; in the case of Ripser and Ripser++, we use the following simplex-wise filtration ordering criterion on simplices:
The Combinatorial Number System
We use the combinatorial number system to encode simplices. The combinatorial number system is simply a bijection between ordered fixed-length N-tuples and N. It provides a minimal representation of simplices and an easy extraction of simplex facets (see Algorithm 6) , cofacets (see Algorithm 5) , and vertices. When not mentioned, we assume that all simplices are encoded by their combinatorial index. The bijection is stated as follows:
For a proof of this bijection see [49, 38, 45] .
Remark 2. It should be noted that, without mentioning, we will use the notation (v d ...v 0 ) with v d > v d−1 > ... > v 0 ≥ 0 for simplices and a lexicographic ordering on the simplices by decreasing sorted vertex indices. One may equivalently view the lexicographic ordering on simplices (v 0 ...v d ) with 0 ≤ v 0 < v 1 < ... < v d as being in colexicographic order on the given increasingly ordered vertices.
Computation
The general computation of persistent barcodes involves two inter-relatable stages. One stage is to construct a simplex-wise refinement [9] of the given filtration. The other stage is to "reduce" the corresponding boundary matrix by a "standard algorithm" [27] . In Algorithm 1, let low R (j) be the maximum nonzero row of column j, -1 if column j is zero for a given matrix R. The pairs (low R (j), j) over all j correspond bijectively to persistence pairs.
Algorithm 1 Standard Persistent Homology Computation
Require: filtered simplicial complex K K K Ensure: P P P persistence barcodes 1: F F F ← F F F (K K K) let F F F be the filtration of K K K 2: S S S ←simplex-wise-refinement(F F F ) F F F = S S S • r where r is injective 3: R ← ∂(S S S) 4: for every column j in R do begin the standard matrix reduction algorithm 5: while ∃ k < j s.t. low R (j)=low R (k) do 6: column j ← column k + column j 7: if low R (j) = −1 then 8: P P P ← P P P ∪ r −1 ([low R (j), j)) we call the pair (low R (j), j) a pivot in the matrix R.
The construction stage can be optimized [6, 36, 40, 52, 56] . Furthermore, all existing persistent homology software efforts are based on the standard algorithm [2, 6, 8, 9, 32, 40, 42, 55 ].
The Coboundary Matrix
We compute cohomology [22, 21, 25] in Ripser++, like in Ripser, for performance reasons specific to Rips filtrations mentioned in [6] which will be reviewed in Section 3. Thus we introduce the coboundary matrix of a simplex-wise filtration. This is defined as the matrix of coboundaries (each column is made up of the cofacets of the corresponding simplex) where the columns/simplices are ordered in reverse to the order given in Section 2.2.1 (see [21] ). If certain columns can be zeroed/cleared [18] in the coboundary matrix, we will still denote the cleared matrix as a coboundary matrix since the matrix reduction does nothing on zero columns (see Algorithm 1) .
(diam., simplex) ( 2, (21)) ( 2, (30)) (1, (10)) (1, (20) ) (1, (31)) (1, (32)) ( 2, (210)) 1 1 1
( 2, (310)) 1 1 1
( 2, (320)) 1 1 1
( 2, (321)) The full 1-skeleton for the point cloud of Figure 1 . Its 1-dimensional coboundary matrix is shown on the right. Let (e, (a d ...a0)) be a d-dimensional simplex with vertices a d ...a0 such that v d > v d−1 > ... > v0 ≥ 0 and diameter e ∈ R + . For example, simplex (1,(10) ) has vertices 1 and 0 with diameter 1. The order of the columns/simplices is the reverse of the simplex-wise refinement of the Vietoris-Rips filtration.
Computational Structure in Ripser, a Review
The sequential computation in Ripser follows the two stages given in Algorithm 1, with the two stages computed for each dimension's persistence in increasing order. This computation is further optimized with four key ingredients [6] . We use and build on top of all of these four optimizations for high performance, which are:
1. The clearing lemma [18] [7] [55], 2. Computing cohomology [21] [25], 3. Implicit matrix reduction [6] , and 4. The emergent pairs lemma [6] .
In this section we review these four optimizations as well as the enclosing radius condition. Our contributions follow in the next section, Section 4. The reader may skip this section if they are very familar with the concepts from [6] .
Clearing Lemma
As shown in [16] , there is a partition of all simplices into "birth" and "death" simplices. The introduction of a "birth" simplex in a simplex-wise refinement of the Rips filtration creates a homology class. On the other hand, "death" simplices zero a homology class or merge two homology classes upon introduction into the simplex-wise filtration. Death simplices are of exactly one higher dimension than their corresponding birth simplex.
Paired birth and death simplices are represented by a pair of columns in the boundary matrix. For a boundary matrix, the clearing lemma states that paired birth columns must be zero after reduction [18, 7] . Furthermore, death columns are nonzero when fully reduced and their lowest nonzero entry after reduction by the standard algorithm in Algorithm 1, determines its corresponding paired birth column.
This lemma optimizes the matrix reduction stage of computation and is most effective when it is used before any column additions. The clearing lemma is widely used in all persistent homology computation software packages to lower the computation time of matrix reduction. As shown in [55] , the smallest set of columns taking up 50% of all column additions in Algorithm 1, also known as "tail columns" are comprised in a large percentage by columns that can be zeroed by the clearing lemma.
Cohomology
It has been proven through linear algebraic techniques that persistence barcodes can be equivalently computed, by the matrix reduction in Algorithm 1, of a coboundary instead of a boundary matrix [21] . See Section 2.4.1 for the definition of a coboundary matrix.
As shown in [6] , in the case of a full Rips filtration on n points of a (d + 1)-skeleton along with the clearing lemma, a significant number of paired creator columns can be eliminated due to the application of clearing to the top d-dimensional simplices, which dominate the total number of simplices. Computing cohomology for Vietoris-Rips filtrations, furthermore, significantly lowers the number of columns of a coboundary matrix of dimension d to consider comparing to a boundary matrix of dimension d. Thus, the memory allocation needed to represent a sparse column-store matrix is lowered. This is because there are at most n d+2 number of (d + 1)-dimensional simplices (sparsely represented rows) and only n d+1 d-dimensional simplices (columns). Excessive memory allocation can furthermore become a bottleneck to total execution time.
Low Complexity 0-Dimensional Persistence Computation
0-dimensional persistence can be computed by a union-find algorithm in Ripser. This algorithm has complexity of O(α(n 2 ) · n 2 ), where n is the number of points and α is the inverse of the Ackermann's function (essentially a constant). There is no known algorithm that can achieve this low complexity for persistence computation in higher dimensions. This is another reason for computing cohomology. In computing cohomology, clearing is applied from lower dimension to higher dimension (clearing out columns in the higher dimension), the 0th dimension has no cleared simplices and there are very few d-dimensional simplices compared to (d + 1)-dimension simplicies. Thus the 0th dimension should be computed as efficiently as possible without clearing. Since it is more efficient to keep the union-find algorithm on CPU, we focus only on dimension ≥ 1 persistence computation in this paper and in Ripser++. GPU can offer speedup, especially in the top dimension, in this case.
Implicit Matrix Reduction
In Ripser, the coboundary matrix is not fully represented in memory. Instead, the columns or simplices are represented by natural numbers via the combinatorial number system [38, 6, 45] and cofacets are generated as needed and represented by combinatorial indices. This saves on memory allocation along the row-dimension of the coboundary matrix, which is exponentially larger in cardinality than the column-dimension. Furthermore, the generation of cofacets allows us to trade computation for memory. Memory address accesses are replaced by arithmetic and repeated accesses of the much smaller distance matrix and a small binomial coefficient table. Implicit matrix reduction intertwines coboundary matrix construction with matrix reduction.
Reduction Matrix vs. Oblivious Matrix Reduction
There are two matrix reduction techniques in Ripser, see Algorithm 1, that can work on top of the implicit matrix reduction. These techniques are applied on a much smaller submatrix of the original matrix in Ripser++ significantly improving performance over full matrix reduction, see Section 5.1.
The first is called the reduction matrix technique. This involves storing the column operations on a particular column in a V reduction matrix (see a variant in [11] ) by executing the same column operations on R as on the initially identity matrix V ; R = ∂ · V where ∂ is the (implicitly represented) boundary operator and where R is the matrix reduction of ∂. To obtain a fully reduced column R j as in Algorithm 1, the nonzeros V i,j of a column of V j identify the sum of boundaries ∂ i needed to obtain column
The second is called the oblivious matrix reduction technique. This involves not caching any previous computation with the R or V matrix, see Algorithm 2 for the reduction of a single column j. Instead, only the boundary matrix pivot indices are stored. A pivot is a row column pair (r, c), being the lowest 1 entry of a fully reduced nonzero column c and representing a persistence pair.
In the following, we use the notation R j to denote a column reduced by the standard algorithm (Algorithm 1) and R[j] to denote a partially obliviously reduced column. D j denotes the jth column of the boundary matrix.
Algorithm 2 Oblivious Column Reduction
Require: j: column to reduce index, D = ∂: boundary matrix, lookup[rows 0..j − 1]: lookup table with lookup[row] = col if (row, col) is a pivot, -1 otherwise; low(j): the maximum row index of any nonzero entry in column j, -1 if the column j is 0. Ensure: R[j] is fully reduced by oblivious reduction and is equivalent to a fully reduced R j =D j as in Algorithm 1.
1:
assume columns of index 0 to j-1 have all been reduced by the oblivious column reduction algorithm 2:
The reduction matrix technique is correct by the fact that it (re)computes R j = Σ i D i · V i,j as needed before adding it with R k for k > j. Thus it involves the same sequence of (R j ) j to do column additions with R k as in the standard algorithm in Algorithm 1.
Lemma 3. Algorithm 2 (oblivious column reduction from Ripser) is equivalent to a reduction of column j as in Algorithm 1, namely
R[j] ← R[j] + R i where i = lookup[low(R[j])].
Ripser++
Our proof of Lemma 3 is in the Appendix Section B.1.
The reduction matrix technique can lower the column additions (addition of D i to R[j]) needed to reduce any particular column j since after many column additions, many of the nonzeros of V j will cancel out by modulo 2 arithmetic. This is in contrast to oblivious matrix reduction where there cannot be any cancellation of column additions. Experiments show that datasets with large number of column additions are executed more efficiently with the reduction matrix technique rather than the oblivious matrix reduction technique. In fact, certain difficult datasets will crash on CPU due to too much memory allocation for columns from the oblivious matrix reduction technique but execute correctly in hours by the reduction matrix technique.
The Emergent Pairs Lemma
As we generate column cofacets during matrix reduction, we may "skip over" their construction if we can determine that they are "0-addition columns" or have an "emergent pair" [55, 6] . These columns have no column to their left that can add with them. The lemma is stated in [6] and involves a sufficient condition to find a "lowest 1" or maximal indexed nonzero in a column followed by a check for any columns to its left that can add with it. These nonzero entries correspond to "shortcut pairs" that form a subset of all persistence pairs. We may pair implicit matrix reduction with the emergent pairs lemma to achieve speedup over explicit matrix reduction techniques [9, 55] . However, apparent pairs (see Figure 4 ), when processed massively in parallel by GPU are even more effective for computation than processing the sequentially dependent shortcut pairs (see Figure 11 ).
Filtering Out Simplices by Diameter Equal to the "Enclosing Radius"
We define the enclosing radius R as min x∈X max y∈X d(x, y), where d is the underlying metric of our finite metric space X. If we compute Vietoris-Rips barcodes up to diameter ≤ R, then the nonzero persistence pairs will not change after the threshold condition is applied [33] . Notice that applying the threshold condition is equivalent to truncating the coboundary matrix to a lower right block submatrix, potentially significantly lowering the size of the coboundary matrix to consider. We prove the following claim used in [32] .
Proposition 4. Computing persistence barcodes for full Rips filtrations with diameter threshold set to the enclosing radius R does not change the nonzero persistence pairs.
Proof. Notice that when we reach the "enclosing radius" R length in the filtration, every point has an edge to one apex point p ∈ X. This means that any d-dimensional cycle must actually be a boundary. Thus the following two statements are true. 1. Any persistence interval [birth, death) with birth ≤ R must have death ≤ R. 2. Since no cycles that are not boundaries can form after R, there will be no nonzero persistence barcodes [birth, death) with birth > R.
By statements 1 and 2, we can restrict all simplices to have diameter ≤ R and this does not change any of the nonzero persistence intervals of the full Rips filtration.
4
Mathematical and Algorithmic Foundations for GPU Acceleration Figure 3 (a) shows a high-level structure of Ripser, which processes simplices dimension by dimension. In each dimension starting at dimension 1, the filtration is constructed and the clearing lemma is applied followed by a sort operation. The simplices to reduce are further processed in the matrix reduction stage, where the cofacets of each simplex are enumerated to form coboundaries and the column addition is applied iteratively. The matrix reduction is highly dependent among columns. Running Ripser intensively on many datasets, we have observed its inefficiency on CPU. There are two major performance issues. First, in each dimension, the matrix reduction of Ripser uses an enumeration-and-column-addition style to process each simplex. Although the computation is highly dependent among columns, a large percentage of columns (see Table 1 in Section 6) do NOT need the column addition. Only the cofacet enumeration and a possible persistence pair insertion (into the hashmap of Ripser) are needed on these columns. In Ripser, a subset of these columns are identified by the "emergent pair" lemma [6] as columns containing "shortcut pairs". Ripser follows the sequential framework of Figure  3 (a) to process these columns one by one, where rich parallelisms, stemming from a large percentage of "apparent pairs", are hidden. Second, in the filtration construction with clearing stage, applying the clearing lemma and predefined threshold is independent among simplices. Furthermore, one of the most time consuming part of filtration construction with clearing is sorting. A highly optimized sorting implementation on CPU could be one order of magnitude faster than sorting from the C++ standard library [35] . On GPU, the performance of sorting algorithms can be further improved due to the massive parallelism and the high memory bandwidth of GPU [47, 50] .
Overview of GPU-Accelerated Computation
In our hardware-aware algorithm design and software implementation, we aim to turn these hidden parallelisms and data localities into reality for accelerated computation by GPU for high performance. Utilizing SIMT (single instruction, multiple threads) parallelism and achieving coalesced device memory accesses are our major intentions because they are unique advantages of GPU architecture. Our efforts are based on mathematical foundation, algorithms development, and effective implementations interacting with GPU hardware, which we will explain in this and the following section. Figure 3 (b) gives a high-level structure of Ripser++, showing the components of Vietoris-Rips barcode computation offloaded to GPU. We will elaborate on our mathematical and algorithmic contributions in this section.
Matrix Reduction
Matrix reduction (see Algorithm 1) is a fundamental component of computing Rips barcodes. Its computation can be highly skewed [55] , particularly involving very few columns for column additions. Part of the reason for the skewness is the existence of a large number of "apparent pairs." We prove and present the Apparent Pairs Lemma and a GPU algorithm to find apparent pairs in an implicitly represented coboundary matrix. We then design and implement a 2-layer data structure that optimizes the performance of the hashmap storing persistence pairs for subsequent matrix reduction on the non-apparent columns, which we term "submatrix reduction". The design of the 2-layer data structure is centered around the existence of the large number of apparent pairs and their usage patterns during submatrix reduction. is an apparent pair iff entry (t, s) has all zeros to its left and below. We color columns/simplices s with blue and their oldest cofacet t with purple in (a) and (b). See Figure 2 for an example 1-dimensional coboundary matrix for a square in the plane.
The Apparent Pairs Lemma
Apparent pairs of the form (s, t) are particular kinds of persistence pairs, or pairs of "birth" and "death" simplices as mentioned in Sections 3.1 and 2.2.1 (see also [28] ). In particular they are determined only by the (co-)boundary relations between s and t and the simplex-wise filtration ordering of all simplices.
Apparent pairs [6] show up in the literature by other names such as close pairs [23] or obvious pairs [33] but all are equivalent. Furthermore, apparent pairs are known to form a discrete gradient of a discrete Morse function [6] and have many other mathematical properties.
Definition 5. A pair of simplices (s, t) is an apparent pair iff:
1. s is the youngest facet of t and 2. t is the oldest cofacet of s.
We will use the simplex-wise order of Section 2.2.1 for Definition 5. In a (co-)boundary matrix, a nonzero entry having all zeros to its left and below is equivalent to an apparent pair. Thus apparent pairs do not require the column reduction of Algorithm 1 to be determined. We call a column containing such a nonzero entry as an apparent column. An example of an apparent pair geometrically and computationally is shown in Figure 4 . Furthermore, apparent pairs have zero persistence in Rips filtrations by property 1 of Definition 5 and that the diameter of a simplex is determined by its maximum length edge.
In the explicit matrix reduction, where every column of R's nonzeros are stored in memory (see Algorithm 1), it is easy to determine apparent pairs by checking the positions of s and t in the (co-)boundary matrix. However, in the implicit matrix reduction used in Ripser and Ripser++, we need to enumerate cofacets t from s and facets s from t at runtime. It is necessary to enumerate both, because even if t is found as the oldest cofacet of s, t may have facets younger than s.
We first notice a property of the facets of a cofacet t of simplex s where diam(s) = diam(t). Equivalently, we find a property of the nonzeros along particular rows of the coboundary matrix, allowing for a simple criterion for the order of the nonzeros in a row based on simply computing the diameter and combinatorial index of related columns:
Furthermore, if s is strictly younger than s and diam(s ) = diam(s), then the only way for s to be younger than s is if 2. cidx(s ) < cidx(s).
(⇐=) If diam(s ) = diam(s) = diam(t) and cidx(s ) < cidx(s) then certainly s is a strictly younger facet of t than s is as a facet of t.
We propose the following lemma to find apparent pairs: Lemma 7 (The Apparent Pairs Lemma). Given simplex s and its cofacet t, 1. t is the lexicographically greatest cofacet of s with diam(s) = diam(t), and 2. no facet s of t is strictly lexicographically smaller than s with diam(s ) = diam(s), iff (s, t) is an apparent pair.
for all cofacets t, Condition 1 is equivalent to having chosen the cofacet t of s of minimal diameter at the largest combinatorial index, by the filtration ordering we have defined in Section 2.2.1; this implies t is the oldest cofacet of s.
Assuming condition 1, by the negation of the iff in Proposition 6, there are no simplices
(⇐=) If diam(t) > diam(s) then there exists a younger s with same cofacet t and thus s is not the youngest facet of t. Thus (s, t) being an apparent pair implies Condition 1. Furthermore, (s, t) being apparent (s the youngest facet of t) with Condition 1 (diam(s) = diam(t)) implies Condition 2 by negating the iff in Proposition 6.
Thus (Conditions 1 and 2) is equivalent to Definition 5.
An elegant algorithmic connection between apparent pairs and the GPU is exhibited by the following Corollary.
Ripser++ Corollary 8. The Apparent Pairs Lemma can be applied for massively parallel operations on every column s of the coboundary matrix.
Proof. Notice we may generate the cofacets of simplex s and facets of cofacet t of s independently with other simplices s = s.
Remark 9. The effectiveness of the Apparent Pairs Lemma hinges on an important empirical fact and common dataset property: there are a lot of apparent pairs [55, 6] . In fact, by Table 1 in Section 6, in many real world datasets up to 99% of persistence pairs over all dimensions are apparent pairs. Theoretically, we further show in Section 4.5.1 bounds on the number of apparent pairs for a full Rips complex induced by a clique on n points under a condition depending on the vertex with maximal index, vertex n − 1 (assume 0-indexed vertices). We also perform experiments on random distance matrices with unique entries in Section 6.6 and model an approximation to the expected number of apparent pairs. These results further confirm that there are a large number of apparent pairs in a (co-)boundary matrix induced by a Rips filtration.
Apparent pairs can be found after the clearing lemma and a threshold condition is applied. Thus clearing can be applied as early as possible, even before coboundary matrix reduction so long as the previous dimension's persistence pairs are already found. The following proposition proves this fact. During computation this allows us to eliminate memory space (and thus memory accesses) for columns that will end up zero by the end of computation. In particular, the following proposition justifies the general computation order of Ripser++, namely filtration construction with clearing coming before finding apparent pairs followed by submatrix reduction. Proof. We show the number of apparent pairs does not change in a coboundary matrix after the clearing lemma is applied. The number of apparent pairs cannot decrease after clearing since we can only clear birth columns (see Section 3.1), while apparent columns are always death columns. We show the number of apparent pairs cannot increase after clearing either.
Consider for contradiction a nonapparent pair (s, t) corresponding to entry (t, s) existing in the coboundary matrix. Let row t not have all zeros to its left before clearing, and let one of the nonzeros in row t belong to a column s cleared by the clearing lemma. We show that clearing column s will not make pair (s, t) apparent. This follows since a cleared column s corresponds to a sequence of column additions with columns to its left in the standard algorithm [18] . Thus there must exist a nonzero entry (t, s ) to the left of entry (t, s ), (s < s in the simplex-wise filtration order). Thus the pair (s, t) must stay nonapparent since if it were apparent, then there would be all zeros to the left of entry (t, s).
Finding Apparent Pairs in Parallel on GPU
Based on Lemma 7, finding apparent pairs from a cleared coboundary matrix without explicit coboundaries becomes feasible. There is no dependency for identifying an apparent pair as Corollary 8 states, giving us a unique opportunity to develop an efficient GPU algorithm by exploiting the massive parallelism.
Algorithm 3 Finding Apparent Pairs on GPU
Require: C C C: the simplices to reduce; vertices(·): the vertices of a simplex; diam(·): the diameter of a simplex; cidx(·): the combinatorial index of a simplex; dist(·): the distance between two vertices; enumerate-f acets(·): enumerates facets of a simplex. global to all threads tid: the thread id. local to each thread Ensure: A A A: the apparent pair set from the coboundary matrix of dimension dim.
each thread fetches a distinct simplex from the set of simplices
this only depends on the combinatorial index of s 3: for each cofacet t of s in lexicographically decreasing order do 4: for v in V V V do t and s differ by one vertex v 5:
enumerate-f acets(t, S S S) S S S are facets of t in lexicographical increasing order 9: for s in S S S do 10: if diam(s ) = diam(s) then 11: if cidx(s ) = cidx(s) then s is the youngest facet of t 12:
is apparent or if s is strictly younger than s Algorithm 3 shows how a GPU kernel finds all apparent pairs in a massively parallel manner. A GPU thread fetches a distinct simplex s from an ordered array of simplices, represented as a (diameter, cidx) struct in GPU device memory, and uses the Apparent Pairs Lemma to find the oldest cofacet t of s and ensure that t has no younger facet s . If the two conditions of the Apparent Pairs Lemma hold, (s, t) can form an apparent pair. Lastly, the kernel inserts into a data structure containing all apparent pairs in the GPU device memory.
The complexity of one GPU thread is O(log(n) · (d+1)+(n-d-1) · (d+1)), in which n is the number of points and d is the dimension of the simplex s. The first term represents a binary search for d+1 simplex vertices from a combinatorial index, and the second term says the algorithm checks at most d+1 facets of all n-d-1 cofacets of the simplex s. Notice that this complexity is linear in n, the number of points, with dimenesion d small and constant.
Review of Enumerating Cofacets in Ripser
Enumerating cofacets/facets in a lexicographically decreasing/increasing order is substantial to our algorithm. The cofacet enumeration algorithm differs for full Rips computation and for sparse Rips computation. Cofacet enumeration is already implemented in Ripser. Details of the cofacet enumeration from Ripser are presented in Algorithm 4 of Section 4.3. For enumerating cofacets of a simplex in the sparse case, we utilize the sparsity of edge relations as in Ripser. Algorithm 5 shows such an enumeration.
In Algorithm 4, we enumerate cofacets of a simplex s by iterating through all vertices v of X, a finite metric space. We keep track of an integer k. If v matches a vertex of s, then we decrement k and v until we can add v k legally as a binomial coefficient of the combinatorial index of a cofacet of s. This algorithm assumes a dense distance matrix, meaning all its entries represent a finite distance between any two points in X.
Algorithm 4 Enumerating Cofacets of a Simplex
Require: X X X = {0...n − 1}: a finite metric space; s: a simplex with vertices in X X X; vertices(·):
the vertices of a simplex; cidx(·): the combinatorial index of a simplex. Ensure: S S S: the facets of s in lexicographically decreasing order.
append(S S S, s )
Computation Induced by Sparse 1-Skeletons
Due to the exponential growth in the number of simplices by dimension during computation of Vietoris-Rips filtrations, which demands a high memory capacity and causes long execution time, we also consider enumerating cofacets induced by sparse distance matrices. A sparse distance matrix D simply means that we consider certain distances between points to be "infinite." This prevents certain edges from contributing to forming a simplex since a simplex's diameter must be finite. Computationally when considering cofacets of a simplex, we only consider finite distance neighbors. This results in a reduction in the number of simplices to consider when performing cofacet enumeration for matrix reduction and filtration construction, potentially saving both execution time and memory space if the distance matrix is "sparse" enough. There are two uses of sparse distance matrices. One usage is to compute Vietoris-Rips barcodes up to a particular diameter threshold, using a sparsified distance matrix. This results in the same barcodes as in the dense case on a truncated filtration due to the diameter threshold. The second usage is to approximate a finite metric space at the cost of a multiplicative approximation factor on barcode lengths [26, 48, 17] . [17] has an algorithm to approximate dense distance matrices with sparse matrices for such barcode approximation and can be used with Ripser++; this approach is a particular necessity for large dense distance matrices where the persistence computation has dimension d such that the resulting filtration size becomes too large.
Enumerating Cofacets of Simplices Induced by a Sparse 1-Skeleton in Ripser
The enumeration of cofacets for sparse edge graphs (sparse distance matrices involving few neighboring relations between all vertices) must be changed from Algorithm 4 for performance reasons. The sparsity of neighboring relations can significantly reduce the number of cofacets that need to be searched for. Similar to the inductive algorithm described in [56] , cofacet enumeration is in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 Enumerating Cofacets of Simplex for Sparse 1-Skeletons
Require: X X X = {0..n − 1}: a finite metric space; s: a simplex with vertices in X X X; vertices(·): the vertices of a simplex; cidx(·): the combinatorial index of a simplex; cidx vert (·): calculate the combinatorial index from the vertices. Ensure: S S S: the facets of s in lexicographically decreasing order.
if w is a neighbor of v then continue jump to line 4 (inner for loop) 6: else 7: if all neighboring vertices to w are all greater than v then 8: return there are no more cofacets that can be enumerated 9: else there is some vertex w neighboring w that is less than v 10:
goto try_next_vertex jump to line 13 11:
append(S, s )
13:
try_next_vertex:
Enumerating Facets in Ripser++
Algorithm 6 shows how to enumerate facets of a simplex as needed in Algorithm 3. A facet of a simplex is enumerated by removing one of its vertices. Due to properties of the combinatorial number system, if we remove vertex indices in a decreasing order, the combinatorial indices of the generated facets will increase (the simplices will be generated in lexicographically increasing order). Algorithm 6 is used in Algorithm 3 for GPU in Ripser++ and does not depend on sparsity of the distance matrix since a facet does not introduce any new distance information. In fact, there are only d+1 facets of a simplex to enumerate. On GPU we can use shared memory per thread block to cache the few d+1 vertex indices.
Algorithm 6 Enumerating Facets of a Simplex
Require: X X X = {0..n − 1}: n points of a finite metric space; s: a simplex with vertices in X X X; vertices(·): the vertices of a simplex; cidx(·): the combinatorial index of a simplex; last(·): the last simplex of a sequence. Ensure: S S S: the facets of s in lexicographically increasing order.
1: procedure enumerate-facets(s, S S S) 2:
for v ∈ V V V ⊂ X X X in decreasing order do 5: if prev = ∅ then 6 :
is the only element of singleton x prev ← {v}; k ← k − 1
Theoretical Bounds on the Number of Apparent Pairs
Besides being an empirical fact for the existence of a large number of apparent pairs (see Section 6), we show theoretically that there are tight upper and lower bounds to the number of apparent pairs for a d-dimensional full Rips filtration on a (d + 1)-skeleton X induced by the clique on n points when the simplices containing maximum point n − 1 occur oldest in the filtration. We assume the simplex-wise filtration order of 2.2.1 throughout this paper. First we prove a useful property of apparent pairs on X depending on the largest indexed vertex.
Lemma 11 (Cofacet Lexicographic Property). For any pair of d-dimensional simplex and its oldest cofacet: (s, t) of a full Rips filtration on a (d + 1)-skeleton generated by a clique on n points V = {0, ..., n − 1} where s does not contain the maximum vertex n − 1 and all d-dimensional simplices s containing maximum vertex 
Proof. Upper Bound:
If d-dimensional simplex s has vertex n − 1, so do all its cofacets t. Thus by Lemma 11, the set of (d, d + 1)-dimensional apparent pairs (s, t) must have t = (v d+1 , ..., v 0 ) with v d+1 = n − 1. There are at most n−1 d+1 such (d + 1)-dimensional simplices t by counting all possible suffixes s = (v d , ...v j ..., v 0 ), v j ∈ {0...n − 2}, s a facet of t not including point n − 1. Since there are a total of n d+1 d-dimensional simplices, we divide the two factors and obtain n−1 d+1 / n d+1 = (n − d − 1)/n percentage of d-dimensional simplices paired up with a (d + 1)-dimensional simplex as an apparent pair as an upper bound.
Tightness of the Upper Bound:
We show that the upper bound is achievable in the special case where all diameters are equal. The condition of the theorem is certainly still satisfied. In this case we break ties for the simplex-wise refinement of the Rips filtration by considering the lexicographic order of simplices on their decreasing sorted list of vertex indices (See Section 2.3).
We exhibit the upper bounding case by forming the corresponding coboundary matrix. By the lexicographic ordering on simplices, in the coboundary matrix there exists a staircase (moving down and to the right by one row and one column) of apparent pair entries starting from the pair (s 1 , t 1 ) = ((d, ..., 1, 0), (n − 1, d, . .., 1, 0)) = (s 1 , (n − 1, s 1 )) and ending on the pair (s ( n−1 d+1 ) , t ( n−1 d+1 ) ) = ((n − 2, n − 3, ..., n − d − 2), (n − 1, n − 2, ..., n − d − 2)) = (s ( n−1 d+1 ) , (n − 1, s ( n−1 d+1 ) )). See Figure 5 , for the case of n = 5 and d = 1, where the first n−1 d+1 columns are all apparent. The staircase certainly is made up of apparent pairs since each entry has all zeros below and to its left, being the lowest nonzero entries of the leftmost columns of the coboundary matrix. Furthermore, the staircase spans all possible apparent pairs since all n−1 d+1 rows (the upper bound on number of apparent pairs) of the form (n − 1, s ) are apparent, s an arbitrary simplex on the points {0, ..., n − 2}.
(diam., simplex)
(1, (10)) (1, (20) ) (1, (21)) (1, (30)) (1, (31)) (1, (32)) (1, (40)) (1, (41)) (1, (42)) (1, (43)) (1, (210)) 1 1 1
(1, (310)) 1 1 1
(1, (320)) 1 1 1
(1, (321)) 1 1 1
(1, (410)) 1 1 1
(1, (420)) 1 1 1
(1, (421)) 1 1 1
(1, (430)) 1 1 1
(1, (431)) 1 1 1
(1, (432)) 1 1 1
Dim 1 Coboundary Matrix older: lex. incr.
older: lex. incr.
Figure 5
A dimension 1 coboundary matrix of the full Rips filtration of the 2-skeleton on 5 points with all simplices of diameter 1. The yellow highlighted entries above the staircase correspond to apparent pairs.
Lower bound:
The largest number of cofacets of a given d-dimensional simplex must be n − d − 1. Thus we will obtain a lower bound if each set of cofacets of the same diameter can be forced to be disjoint from one another. Thus we seek to find a minimal k s.t. n d+2 ≤ k · (n − d − 1). Upon solving for k, divide k by n d+1 , the number of d-dimensional simplices, and we get a lower bounding ratio of 1/(d + 2) d-dimensional simplices being paired with (d + 1)-dimensional simplices as apparent pairs.
Tightness of the Lower Bound:
For every dimension d, a (d + 1)-dimension simplex has d + 2 d-dimensional facets. There must be exactly one apparent pair of dimension (d, d + 1) in such a (d + 1)-dimension simplex. For example, if d = 1, the 2-simplex X has one 1-simplex paired with it out of all (3 = d + 2) 1-simplices in X (see Figure 4 and Figure 7(a) ).
The Theoretical Upper Bound Under Differing Diameters
The theoretical upper bound of Theorem 12 can still be achieved in dimension 1 with the following diameter assignments (distance matrix); let d 1 > d 2 > ... > d n·(n−1)/2 > 0 be a sequence of diameters. We assign them in increasing lexicographic order on the 1-simplices ordered on the vertices sorted in decreasing order. For example, 1-simplex (10) with vertices 1 and 0 gets assigned d 1 , 1-simplex (20) with vertices 2 and 0 gets assigned d 2 . See the following distance matrix, Figure 6 , for how the diameters are assigned.
Since the increasing lexicographic order from the smallest lexicographically ordered simplex (d, ..., 1, 0) is still used on the columns s, we still have the same leftmost n−1 d+1 simplices/columns (but with a different diameter) as in the diameters all the same case (call (diam., simplex) (10, (10)) (9, (20)) (8, (21)) (7, (30)) (6, (31)) (5, (32)) (4, (40)) (3, (41) Figure 6 (a) is an example distance matrix with differing edge diameters assigned in decreasing order for increasing lexicographic order on simplices. The barcodes are equivalent up to scaling so long as the distance matrix entries are in the same order (see Observation 1 in Section 6.6); thus we set the distance matrix entries to 1,...,10. (b) is a dimension 1 coboundary matrix of the full Rips filtration of the 2-skeleton on 5 points with simplices having diameters given in (a). The yellow highlighted entries above the staircase correspond to apparent pairs. Notice the coboundary matrix is a row permutation transformation from Figure 5 .
this the original case). Furthermore, the oldest cofacet t of the simplex/column s must still be the same (d + 1)-dimensional cofacet t of s originally. This follows by Lemma 11, since we assume the lexicographic order on columns is preserved by the diameter assignment and thus that the simplices with vertex n − 1 are oldest in the filtration (the diameter condition in Lemma 11 will be satisfied). These oldest cofacets are all different and are the same simplices as in the original case; Since the columns under consideration are leftmost, each cofacet t has as youngest facet the s. Thus all (s, t) are apparent pairs. Thus we preserve the same apparent pairs as in the original case.
Geometric Interpretation of the Theoretical Upper Bound
Geometrically the theoretical upper bound in dimension 1 of Theorem 12 is illustrated in Figure 7 . The construction involves adding in a point at a time in order of its vertex index. By the construction, we can alternatively count the number of apparent pairs on n points, T (n), by the following recurrence relation:
where T (3) = 1 and the n − 2 comes from the number of edges incident to the vertex with maximum index n − 2 in the (n − 1)-point subcomplex that become apparent when adding the new maximum point index n − 1 to the subcomplex. Solving for T (n), we get T (n) = n−1 2 as in Theorem 12. Thus, assuming the conditions of Theorem 12, n − 2 is maximal in the recurrence.
GPU and System Kernel Development for Ripser++
We have laid the mathematical and algorithmic foundation for Ripser++ in Section 4. GPU has two distinguished features to deliver high performance compared with CPU. First, GPU has very high memory bandwidth for massively parallel data accesses between computing cores and the on-chip memory (or device memory). Second, Warp is a basic scheduling unit consisting of multiple threads. GPU is able to hide memory access latency by warp switching, benefiting from zero-overhead scheduling by hardware.
To turn the elegant mathematics proofs and parallel algorithms into GPU-accelerated computation for high performance, we must address several technical challenges. First, the capacity of GPU device memory is much smaller than the main memory in CPU. Therefore, GPU memory performance is critical for the success of Ripser++. Second, only a portion of the computation is suitable for GPU acceleration. Ripser++ must be a hybrid system, effectively switching between GPU and CPU, which increases system development complexity. Finally, we aim to provide high performance computing service in the TDA community without a requirement for users to do any GPU programming. Thus, the interface of Riper++ is GPU independent and easy to use. In this section, we will explain how we address these issues for Ripser++. After finding apparent pairs, we partition the coboundary matrix columns into apparent and nonapparent columns. The apparent columns are sorted by the coboundary matrix row (the oldest cofacet of an apparent column) and stored in an array of pairs; while the nonapparent columns are collected and sorted by coboundary matrix order in another array for submatrix reduction.
Core System Optimizations
The expected performance gain of finding apparent pairs on GPU comes from not only the parallel computation on thousands of cores but also the concurrent memory accesses at a high bandwidth, where the apparent pairs can be efficiently aggregated. In a sequential context, an apparent pair (a row index and a column index) of the coboundary matrix may be kept in a hashmap as a key-value pair with the complexity of O (1) . However building a hashmap is not as fast as constructing a sorted continuous array [37] in parallel. So in our implementation, the apparent pairs are represented by a key-value pair (t, s) where t is the oldest cofacet of simplex s and stored in an aligned continuous array of pairs. This slightly lowers the read performance because we need a binary search to locate a desired apparent pair. But this is a cost-effective implementation since the number of insertions of apparent pairs are actually three orders of magnitude higher than that of reads (See Table 3 in Section 6) after finding apparent pairs. Figure 8 presents how we collect apparent pairs on GPU, where each thread works on a column of coboundary matrix and writes to the output array in parallel. Two-layer data structure for persistence pairs. Apparent pair insertion to the second layer of the data structure is illustrated in Figure 8 , followed by persistence pair insertion to a small hashmap during the submatrix reduction on CPU. A key-value read during submatrix reduction involves atmost two steps: first, check the hashmap; second, if the key is not found in the hashmap, use a binary search over the sorted array to locate the key-value pair (see the arrow in the figure).
On top of the sorted array, we add a hashmap as one more layer to exclusively store persistence pairs discovered during the submatrix reduction. Apparent pairs, and in fact persistence pairs in general can be stored as key-value pairs since no two persistence pairs (s, t) and (s , t ) have the possibility of s = s or t = t , as any equality would contradict Algorithm 1. Figure 9 explains our two layer design of a key-value storage data structure for persistence pairs in detail. Before entering the matrix reduction phase, the input simplex-wise filtration must be constructed and simplified to form coboundary matrix columns. We call this Filtration Construction with Clearing. This requires two steps: filtering and sorting. Both of which can be done in parallel, in fact massively in parallel. Filtering removes simplices that we don't need to reduce as they are equivalent to zeroed columns. As presented in Algorithm 7, these simplices are filtered out: the ones having higher diameters than the threshold (see Section 3.5 for the enclosing radius condition that can be applied even when no threshold is explicitly specified) and paired simplices (the clearing lemma [18] ).
Filtration Construction with Clearing
… … … … … … < <
Algorithm 7 Filtering the Columns on GPU
Require: P P P : the persistence pairs in the form (cofacet,simplex) discovered in the previous dimension; threshold: the max diameter allowed for a simplex; diam(·): the diameter of a simplex; cidx(·): the combinatorial index of a simplex. global to all threads tid: the thread id.
local to each thread Ensure: C C C: an array of simplices, in which an element is represented as a diameter paired with a combinatorial index; f lagarray: an array of flags marking which columns are kept (filtered in). 1: procedure filter-columns-kernel(C C C, P P P , threshold, f lagarray) 2: cidx(s) ← tid 3: if t s.t. (t, s) ∈ P P P AND diam(s) ≤ threshold then 4 :
Sorting in the reverse of the order given in Section 2.2.1 is then conducted over the remaining simplices. This is the order for the columns of a coboundary matrix. The resulting sequence of simplices is then the columns to reduce for the following matrix reduction phase. Algorithm 8 presents how we construct the full Rips filtration with clearing. Our GPU-based algorithms leverage the massive parallelism of GPU threads and high bandwidth data processing in GPU device memory. For a sparse Rips filtration, our construction process uses the cofacet enumeration of Ripser per thread, as in Algorithm 5, and is similar to [56] .
Algorithm 8 Use GPU for Full Rips Filtration Construction with Clearing
Require: P P P , threshold, f lagarray: same as in Algorithm 7; n: the number of points; d: the current dimension for simplices to construct; len: the number of simplices selected. Ensure: C C C same as in Algorithm 7.
1: C C C ← ∅ 2: f lagarray ← {0, ..., 0} 3: f ilter-columns-kernel(C C C, P P P , threshold, f lagarray) n d+1 threads launched 4: len ← GP U -reduction(f lagarray) 5: GP U -sort(C C C) sort entries of C C C in coboundary filtration order: decreasing diameters, increasing combinatorial indices; restrict C C C to indices 0 to len − 1 afterwards.
Warp-based Filtering
There is also a standard technique for filtering on GPU which is warp-based. A warp is a unit of 32 threads that work in SIMT (Single Instruction Multiple Threads) fashion, executing the same instruction on multiple data. This concept is very different from MIMD (Multiple Ripser++ Instruction Multiple Data) parallelism [55] . Warp-filtering does not change the complexity of filtering in O(N ), where N is the number of elements to filter; however it can allow for insertion into an array using 32 threads (a unit of a warp) at a time in SIMT fashion. We use warp-based filtering for sparse computation and as an equivalent algorithm to Algorithm 8. Warp-based filtering involves each warp atomically grabbing an offset to the output array and communicating within the warp to determine which thread will write what selected array element to the array beginning at the thread's offset within the warp.
Using Ripser++
The command line interface for Ripser++ is the same as Ripser to make the usage of Ripser++ as easy as possible to TDA specialists. However, Ripser++ has a --sparse option which manually turns on, unlike in Ripser, the sparse computation algorithm for Vietoris-Rips barcode computation involving a sparse number of neighboring relations between points. Python bindings for Ripser++ will be available to allow users to write their own preprocessing code on distance matrices in Python as well as to aid in automating the calling of Ripser++ by removing input file I/O.
Experiments
All experiments are performed on a powerful computing server. It consists of an NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU that has 5120 FP32 cores and 2560 FP64 cores for single-and doubleprecision floating-point computation. The GPU device memory is 32 GB High Bandwidth Memory 2 (HBM2) that can provide up to 900 GB/s memory access bandwidth. The server also has two 14 core Intel XEON E5-2680 v4 CPUs (28 cores in total) running at 2.4 GHz with a total of 100 GB of DRAM. The datasets are taken from the original Ripser repository on Github [5] and the repository of benchmark datasets from [44] .
The Empirical Relationship amongst Apparent Pairs, Emergent Pairs, and Shortcut Pairs
There exists three kinds of persistence pairs of the Vietoris-Rips filtration, in fact for any filtration with a simplex-wise refinement. Using the terminology of [6] , these are apparent (Definition 5) [23, 33, 6, 41] , shortcut [6] , and emergent pairs [6, 55] . By definition, they are known to form a tower of sets ordered by inclusion (expressed by Equation (4)). We will show a further empirical relationship amongst these pairs involving their cardinalities. The first empirical property is that the cardinality difference amongst all of the sets of pairs is very small compared to the number of pairs, assuming Ripser's framework of computing cohomology and using the simplex-wise filtration ordering in Section 2.2.1. Thus there exist a very large number of apparent pairs. The second is that the proportion of apparent pairs to columns in the cleared coboundary matrix increases with dimension (see Section A.1 in Appendix), assuming no diameter threshold criterion as in the first property. Table 1 shows the percentage of apparent pairs up to dimension d is extremely high, around 99%. Since the number of columns of a cleared coboundary matrix equals to the number of persistence pairs, the number of nonapparent columns for submatrix reduction is a tiny fraction of the original number of columns in Ripser's matrix reduction phase. 
Execution Time and Memory Usage
We perform extensive experiments that demonstrate the execution time and memory usage of Ripser++. We further look into the performance of both the apparent pairs search algorithm and the management of persistence pairs in the two layer data structure after finding apparent pairs. Variables n and d for each dataset are the same for all experiments. Table 2 shows the comparisons of execution time and memory usage for computation up to dimension d between Ripser++ and Ripser with six datasets, where R. stands for Ripser and R.++ stands for Ripser++. Memory usage on CPU and total execution time were measured with the /usr/time -v command on Linux. GPU memory usage was counted by the total displacement of free memory over program execution. Table 2 shows Ripser++ can achieve 5.52x -31.33x speedups of total execution time over Ripser in the evaluated datasets. The performance improvement mainly comes from massive parallel operations of finding apparent pairs on GPU, and from the fast filtration construction with clearing by GPU using filtering and sorting. We also notice that the speedups of execution time varies in different datasets. That is because the percentages of execution time in the submatrix reduction are different among datasets.
It is well known that the memory usage of full Vietoris-Rips filtration grows exponentially in the number of simplices with respect to the dimension of persistence computation. For example, 2000 points at dimension 4 computation may require 2000 4+1 ×8 bytes = 2 million GB memory. Algorithmically, we avoid allocating memory in the cofacet dimension and keep the memory requirement of Ripser++ asymptotically same as Ripser. Table 2 also shows the memory usage of Ripser++ on CPU and GPU. Ripser++ can actually lower the memory usage on CPU. This is mostly because Ripser++ offloads the process of finding apparent pairs to GPU and the following matrix reduction only works on much fewer columns than that of Ripser (as the submatrix reduction). Table 2 also shows that the GPU device memory usage is usually lower than the total memory usage of Ripser. However, in the sparse computation case (dataset o3 ) the algorithm must change; Ripser++ thus allocates memory depending on the hardware instead of the input sizes. Discovering shortcut pairs in Ripser and discovering apparent pairs in Ripser++ account for a significant part of the computation. Thus, we compare the discovery throughput of these two types of pairs in Ripser and Ripser++, respectively. The throughput is calculated as the number of a specific type of pair divided by the time to find and store them. The results are reported in Figure 11 . We can find for all datasets, our GPU-based solution outperforms the CPU-based algorithm used in Ripser by 4.2x-12.3x. Since the number of the two types of pairs are almost the same (see Table 1 ), such throughput improvement can lead to a significant saving in computation time. Table 3 presents the write throughput of persistence pairs in pairs/s in the 2nd and 3rd columns. In Ripser, we use the measured time of writing pairs to the hashmap to divide the total persistence pair number; while in Ripser++, the time includes writing to the two-layer data structure and sorting the array on GPU. The results show that Ripser++ consistently has one order of magnitude higher write throughput than that of Ripser. Table 3 also gives the number of reads in the 4th, 5th, and 6th columns as well as the time consumed in the read operations (in seconds) in the last column. The number of reads in Ripser means the number of reads to its hashmap, while Ripser++ counts the number of reads to the data structure. The reported results confirm that Ripser++ can reduce at least two orders of magnitude memory reads over Ripser. A similar performance improvement can also be observed in the measured read time.
Throughput of Apparent Pairs Discovery with Ripser++ vs. Throughput of Shortcut Pairs Discovery in Ripser

Two-layer Data Structure for Memory Access Optimizations
Breakdown of Accelerated Components
We breakdown the speedup on the two accelerated components of Vietoris-Rips persistence barcode computation over all dimensions ≥ 1: matrix reduction vs. filtration construction with clearing. Ripser++ accelerates both stages of computation; however, which stage is accelerated more varies. For most datasets, it appears the filtration construction with clearing stage is accelerated more than the matrix reduction stage. This is because this stage is massively parallelized in its entirety while accelerated matrix reduction only parallelizes the finding and aggregation/management of apparent pairs. Speedups on filtration construction with clearing range from 2.87x to 42.67x while speedups on matrix reduction range from 5.90x to 36.71x. 
Experiments on the Apparent Pairs Rate in Dimension 1
We run extensive experiments to analyze the number of apparent pairs in the average case of a random distance matrix input. We make an assumption and one observation about the values of a random distance matrix. Assumption 1. In practice, distances between points are almost never exactly equal. Thus we assume the entries of the distance matrix are all different. Observation 1. The persistence barcodes (see Section 2.4 on definition of barcodes) executed by the persistent homology algorithm do not change up to endpoint reassignment if we reassign the distances of the input distance matrix while preserving the total order amongst all distances.
Thus the setup for our experiments is to uniformly at random sample permutations of the integers 1 through n(n − 1)/2 to fill the lower triangular portion of a distance matrix, where n is the number of points. We run Ripser++ for n = 50, 100, 200, 400, ..., 1000, ..., 9000 with 10 uniformly random samples with replacement of n(n − 1)/2-permutations for a fixed random seed for dimension 1 persistence. We consider the general combinatorial case where the distance matrix does not necessarily satisfy the triangle inequality and thus that the set of points may not form a finite metric space. This is still valid input, as Vietoris-Rips barcode computation is dependent only on the edge relations between points (e.g. the 1-skeleton). Figure 13 shows the plot for the percentage of apparent pairs with respect to the total number of 1-simplices for a 1-dimensional coboundary matrix (the apparent fraction) as a function of the number of points of a 2-skeleton for three different contexts. The first is the theoretical upper bound of (n − 2)/n proven in Theorem 12, the second is the actual percentage found by our experiments, and the third is the percentage predicted by our random model for the case of dimension 1 coboundary matrices (see Section 6.8). Figure 13 Three different curves of the apparent fraction for a 1-dimensional coboundary matrix as a function of the number of points. The theoretical upper bound is for the case of all diameters the same, but also can be achieved when all diameters are different. Interestingly, the variance of the apparent fraction from the experiments is extremely low even though the lower distance matrix entries are uniformly at random permuted. The dotted curve is the piecewise linear interpolated curve of the uniform random mathematical model that matches the shape of the empirical and theoretical curve. For more details about the random mathematical model, see the Section 6.8
From the experiments, we notice that in the average case there is still a large number of apparent pairs and this number is close to and closely guided by the theoretical upper bound found in Theorem 12. Furthermore, the model's curve and the theoretical upper bound are asymptotic to 1.00 as n → ∞. This is calculated by some algebraic manipulations of radical equations. Furthermore, we performed the true apparent pairs fraction search experiment up to 20000 points, with consistent monotonic behavior toward 1.00. For example, at 10000, 20000 points we obtain 0.991127743, and 0.993733522 average apparent fractions respectively.
Algorithm for Randomly Assigning Apparent Pairs on a 2-Skeleton
We consider Algorithm 9 that is equivalent to the experiment performed in Section 6.6 while under Assumption 1.
The simple random algorithm assigns diameters to a subset of the edges in decreasing order so that each diameter value d i at iteration i results (if possible) in an apparent pair (e i , t i ) with edge e i and triangle t i both of diameter d i . d 1 > d 2 > ... > d j where j is the last iteration of the algorithm and j ≤ n 2 . In the Algorithm 9 at line 5, since we assume at iteration i, i > i that d i < d i and that all triangles of diameter greater than or equal to d i have already been removed, at iteration i all remaining cofacets t of e i must have the same diameter as e i . Recalling Assumption 1 and Observation 1, this random algorithm is equivalent to uniformly at random assigning permutations of the numbers 1,..., n 2 to the lower triangular part of a symmetric distance matrix D and counting the number of apparent pairs in the 1-dimensional coboundary matrix induced by D from the first j edges from largest diameter to smallest diameter.
Algorithm 9 Algorithm for Random Apparent Pairs Construction
Require: d i is a sequence of diameters with d 1 > d 2 > ... > d ( n 2 ) ; a 2-skeleton on n points: K= (V, E, T ) where V is a set of n vertices, E is a set of n 2 edges and T is a set of n 3 triangles. Ensure: a sequence of apparent pairs of edges and triangles (e i , t i ) emitted with diam(e i ) = diam(t i ) = d i . 1: procedure random diameter assignment(K) 2: repeat 3: Uniformly at random pick a 1-dimensional simplex e i ∈ E, and assign it an edge diameter d i strictly less than all d j j < i. (e.g. let d i = n 2 − i + 1)
4:
if there are triangles incident to e i then 5: Pair up e i with its oldest cofacet, the unique triangle t i ∈ T of highest lexicographic order amongst remaining triangles as an apparent pair (e i , t i )
6:
Emit (e i , t i )
7:
Remove this edge e i from E and all triangles t i containing e i in their boundary from T since these triangles must all have the same diameter d i 8: until there are no more triangles left in T
A Greedy Deterministic Distance Assignment
We consider Algorithm 9 with line 3 changed to pick e i ∈ E with maximum number of cofacets remaining, with largest combinatorial index if there is a tie. This greedy deterministic algorithm serves as a lower bound to Algorithm 9. We plot its apparent fraction and experimentally verify that 1/(d + 2) is a theoretical lower bound for d = 1; (notice the theoretical lower bound did not depend on the diameter condition on simplices containing the maximum indexed point of Theorem 12) . It is currently unknown what the theoretical relationship is between the greedy deterministic algorithm and any theoretical lower bounding curve. 
A Random Approximation Model for the Number of Apparent Pairs in a 2-Skeleton on n Points
We construct a model for the analysis of random algorithm 9. We model Algorithm 9 by analyzing a modified algorithm. Let there be a 2-skeleton K = (V, E, T ) as in Algorithm 9.
Let E ⊂ E be the subset of edges not including a single point v ∈ V (pick the point with highest index) and T ⊂ T be the subset of triangles induced by E . Modify Algorithm 9 to let j ≤ n−1 2 be the number of iterations before a forced exit, replacing line 8. Modify Algorithm 9 at line 3 to choose uniformly at random from E instead of E, forming a sequence C with j different edges.
We pick edges from E since this ensures that the If in line 4 of Algorithm 9 will always evaluate to true and thus that the cardinality of C, the number of apparent pairs in K, is the same as the number of iterations of the algorithm. After choosing j edges, we count how many triangles are still left in T in expectation.
We define a Bernoulli random variable for each triangle t ∈ T of the 2-skeleton K.
X t,j = 1 if triangle t ∈ T is not incident to any edges in C 0 otherwise
We notice that for every triangle, the same random variable can be defined on it, all identically distributed. Let
be the probability of triangle t ∈ T not containing any of the j chosen edges in its boundary of 3 edges. We thus define the random variable T j = Σ t∈T X t,j to count the number of triangles remaining after j edges are chosen in sequence.
Taking expectation, we get
by linearity of expectation, the definition of T and the definition of p t,j . Set E[T j ] = τ , with τ the number of triangles reserved to not be incident to the sequence C of j apparent edges of K. Then solve for j from the equation E[T j ] = τ with a numerical equation solver system; then divide j by n 2 , the total number of edges, and call this the ratio r τ (n). Since we are just building a mathematical model to match experiment, we fit our curve r τ (n) to the true experimental curve from Figure 13 , arriving at an estimated τ = 500. We then obtain the dotted curve in Figure 13 , r 500 (n): a function of n, the number of points.
The shape of the model's curve, which matches experiment and stays within theoretical bounds is the primary goal of our model. The constant, τ =500, suggests that as the number of points increases, in practice the expected percentage of triangles not a cofacet of an apparent edge decreases to 0 and that the the expected value is approximately a constant value. See Section C for an equivalent model that counts edges and triangles differently.
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The "Width" and "Depth" of Computing Vietoris-Rips Barcodes
We are motivated by a common phenomenon in computation of Vietoris-Rips barcodes found in [55] for the matrix reduction stage: the required sequential computation is concentrated on a very few number of columns in comparison with the filtration size. We further generalize a principle to quantify parallelism in the computation as a guidance for parallel processing. We define two concepts: "computational width" as a measurement of the amount of independent operations and "computational depth" as a measurement of the amount of dependent operations. Their quotients measure the level of parallelism in computation. We consider rough upper and lower bounds on parallelism for Vietoris-Rips barcode computation using these quotients.
For an upper bound, let the "computational width" be 2 × the number of simplices in the filtration or 2 × the total number of uncleared columns of the coboundary matrix where the 2 comes from the two stages of persistence computation: filtration construction and matrix reduction. (This quantifies the maximum amount of independent columns achievable if all columns were independent of each other). This rationale comes from the existence of a large percentage of columns that are truly independent of each other (e.g. apparent columns during matrix reduction) as well as the independence amongst simplices for their construction and storage during filtration construction (assume the full Rips computation case). Let the "computational depth" be 1 + the amount of column additions amongst columns requiring at least one column addition. (The + 1 is to prevent dividing by zero). In this case, the "computational width" divided by the "computational depth" thus quantifies an upper bound on the amount of parallelism available for computation.
For a lower bound one could similarly consider the "computational width" as the number of apparent columns divided by the "computational depth" as the sum of all column additions amongst columns plus any dependencies during filtration construction.
These bounds along with empirical results on columns additions [55] , the percentage of apparent pairs in Table 1 , and the potentially several orders of magnitude factor difference in number of simplices compared to column additions, suggest that there can potentially be a high level of hidden parallelism suitable for GPU in computing Vietoris-Rips barcodes. We are thus led to aim for two objectives for effective performance optimization:
1. To massively parallelize in the "computational width" direction (e.g. parallelize independent simplex-wise operations). 2. To exploit locality in the "computational depth" direction (while using sparse representations).
Objective 1 is well achievable on GPU while Objective 2 is known to be best done on CPU. In fact depth execution such as column additions are best done sequentially due to the few number of "tail columns" [55] of the coboundary matrix of Vietoris-Rips filtrations.
Our "width" and "depth" principle gives bounds for developing potential parallel algorithms to accelerate, for example, Vietoris-Rips barcode computation. However, real-world performance improvements must be measured empirically, as in Table 2 .
Threads "Width" "Depth" Figure 15 Illustration of the "width" and "depth" of computation. The area of the triangle represents the total amount of work performed. Furthermore, the "width" divided by the "depth" quantifies the level of parallelism in computation.
Related Persistent Homology Computation Software
In Section 2.4, we briefly introduce several software to compute persistent homology, paying special attention on computing Vietoris-Rips barcodes. In this section, we elaborate more on this topic. The basic algorithm upon which all such software are based on is given in Algorithm 1. Many optimizations are used by these software, and have made significant progress over the basic computation of Algorithm 1. Amongst all such software, Ripser is known to achieve state of the art time and memory performance in computing Vietoris-Rips barcodes [6, 44] . Thus it should suffice to compare our time and memory performance against Ripser alone. We overview a few, and certainly not all, of the related software besides Ripser.
Gudhi [52] is a software that computes persistent homology for many filtration types. It uses a general data structure called a simplex tree [13, 12] for general simplicial complexes for storage of simplices and related operations on simplices as well as the compressed annotation matrix algorithm [11] for computing persistent cohomology. It can compute Vietoris-Rips barcodes.
Eirene [32] is another software for computing persistent homology. It can also compute Vietoris-Rips barcodes. One of its important features is that it is able to compute cycle representatives. Paper [36] details how Eirene can be optimized with GPU.
Hypha (a hybrid persistent homology matrix reduction accelerator) [55] is a recent open source software for the matrix reduction part of computing persistent homology for explicitly represented boundary matrices, similar in style to [9, 8] . Hypha is one of the first publicly available softwares using GPU. A framework based on the separation of parallelisms is designed and implemented in Hypha due to the existence of atleast two very different execution patterns during matrix reduction. Hypha also finds apparent pairs on GPU and subsequently forms a submatrix on multi-core similar to in Ripser++.
Conclusion
Ripser++ can achieve significant speedup (up to 20x-30x) on representative datasets in our work and thus opens up unprecedented opportunities in many application areas. For example, fast streaming applications [51] or point clouds from neuroscience [10] that spent minutes can now be computed in seconds, significatly advancing the domain fields. We identify specific properties of Vietoris-Rips filtrations such as the simplicity of diameter computations by individual threads on GPU for Ripser++. Related discussions, both theoretical and empirical, suggest that our approach be applicable to other filtration types such as cubical [8] , flag [39] , and alpha shapes [52] . We strongly believe that our acceleration methods are widely applicable beyond computing Vietoris-Rips persistence barcodes.
We have described the mathematical, algorithmic, and experimental-based foundations of Ripser++, a GPU-accelerated software for computing Vietoris-Rips persistence barcodes. Computationally, we develop massively parallel algorithms directly tied to the GPU hardware, breaking several sequential computation bottlenecks. These bottlenecks include the Filtration Construction with Clearing stage, Finding Apparent Pairs, and the efficient management of persistence pairs for submatrix reduction. Theoretically we have looked into properties of apparent pairs, including the Apparent Pairs Lemma for massively parallel computation and a Theorem of upper and lower bounds on their significantly large count. Empirically we have performed extensive experiments, showing the true consistent behavior of apparent pairs on both random distance matrices as well as real-world datasets, closely matching the theoretical upper bound we have shown. Furthermore, we have measured the time, memory allocation, and memory access performance of our software against the original Ripser software. We achieve up to 2.0x CPU memory efficiency, besides also significantly reducing execution time. We hope to lead a new direction in the field of topological data analysis, accelerating computation in the post Moore's law era and turning theoretical and algorithmic opportunities into a high performance computing reality.
A More Experimental Results
A.1 The Growth of the Proportion of Apparent Pairs
In our experiments on smaller datasets with high dimension and a low number of points, all persistence pairs eventually become trivial at a relatively low dimension compared to the number of points. Theoretically, of course, there always exists some dimension at which the filtration collapses in persistence (all pairs become 0-persistence), e.g. n points with an n-1 dimensional simplex. Apparent pairs are a subset of the 0-persistence pairs, we show empirically in Table 4 that the proportion of apparent pairs of dimension d to the number of pairs (including infinite persistence "pairs") in dimension d grows with dimension. The only exception to this is the o3 dataset with sparse computation and a restrictive threshold. We believe this outlier is due to the threshold condition. The other datasets were computed without any threshold condition. 
A.2 Empirical Properties of Filtering by Diameter Threshold and Clearing
We have done an empirical study on the filtration construction with clearing stage of computation. By Table 5 , except for dragon1000, all full Rips filtrations, after applying the enclosing radius condition (see Section 3.5) and clearing (see Section 3.1), result in a large percentage of simplices selected for reduction. More importantly, Algorithm 8 sorts all the possible number of simplices for full Rips computation. If the number of simplices selected is close to the number of simplices sorted, the sorting is effective. By our experiments, even in the dragon1000 case, sorting all simplices is still faster than CPU filtering or even warp-based filtering on GPU (see Section 5.3).
By Section 3.5, the enclosing radius eliminates simplices when added to a growing simplicial complex, will only contribute 0-persistence pairs. This is equivalent to truncating the coboundary matrix to its bottom right block (or zeroing such rows and columns). There are usually fewer columns zeroed by the clearing lemma than zeroed by the threshold condition, however they correspond to columns that must be completely zeroed during reduction and a lot will form "tail columns" that dominate the time of matrix reduction.
Notice that the o3_4096 dataset has a predefined threshold less than the enclosing radius. The number of possible simplices is several orders of magnitude larger than the actually number of columns needed to reduce after clearing. Thus we must use the sparse option of computation and avoid using Algorithm 8. This means memory is not allocated as a function of the number of possible simplices and is instead allocated with respect to the GPU's memory capacity as we grow the number of columns for matrix reduction. Sorting is not used and a warp-base filtering is used instead (see Section 5.3).
B Some Proofs
B.1 Oblivious Column Reduction Proof
Proof. base case: The first nonzero column j 0 requires no column additions. R j0 = D j0 is equivalent to a fully reduced column by standard algorithm. induction hypothesis: We have reduced all columns from 0 to j ≥ j 0 by the oblivious matrix reduction algorithm. 1. Each such column R[j ], j ≥ j ≥ j 0 (initially D j ) was reduced by a sum of a sequence of D i , i < j , equivalent to a sum of a sequence of fully reduced R i , i < j from the standard algorithm. 2. Furthermore, if we only keep track of the nonzero indices of column j from rows low(R j )+1 down to low(D j ) to identify each low(R[j ]) as we reduce R[j ] we obtain in the While loop (line 3) of Algorithm 2, we get the same sequence of D i , i < j , columns to add onto column j as in 1.
induction step : Let the next column k, to the right of column j, be a nonzero partially reduced column that needs column additions and call it R[k] (initially D k ). Let j = lookup[low(R[k])], the column index with matching lowest 1 with column k, that must add with column k.
If We have recovered the exact same nonzeros of column D j from low(R j )+1 = low(R[k])+1 down to low(D j ). Thus by 2. of the induction hypothesis, R j = Σ i<j D i , where the right hand side comes from Algorithm 2. We thus have, R[k] ← R[k] + (R j = Σ i<j D i ).
C
An Equivalent Model to Section 6.8 for Analyzing Algorithm 9
Consider the same random variable T j , as before, as the number of triangles in T not incident to any edge chosen from a sequence of edges C of length j. Consider the recurrence relation:
where Y j is the random variable for the number of triangles removed at step j. Taking expectations on both sides and using linearity of expectation, we get:
.., u k )) ( n−1 2 − j + 1) · ( n−1 2 − j + 2) · · · n−1 2 by the fact that the total number of triangles incident to all remaining edges at the jth step must be (3 · the remaining number of triangles after j-1 iterations). (Think of the bipartite graph between edges (left nodes) and triangles (right nodes); the total number of remaining bipartite edges at the jth step in this bipartite graph is what we are counting.
